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ANTARCTIC SEA-ICE VARIATIONS FROM SATELLITE 
SENSING IN RELATION TO CLIMATE 

By W. F. BUDD 

(Antarctic Division, Department of Science, 568 St. Kilda Road, Melbourne, Victoria, 
Australia) 

ABSTRACT. An a nalysis of records of annual mean temperatures around Anta rctica shows la rge-scale 
a nomalies of thousa nds of kilomcte rs extent with typical va ria tions of 2 deg from one yea r to anothe r. From 
1967 on, composite sa tellite pho tographs a re availabl e which show considerabl e varia tion in the sea-ice 
extent in diffe rent years up to about 50 of la titude. Th ese larges t differences seem to persist over entire 
seasons. In gene ra l the re seems to be considerable association between the region a round the Anta rctic 
with the coldes t tempera tures a nd the regions of grea tes t sea-ice extent. An a nalysis of long-term records a t a 
single location n ea r the edge of the Anta rc ti c sea ice indi ca tes a strong corre la tion between va ri a ti ons in the 
annual mea n tempera ture a nd the dura tion of the sea ice, such tha t a cha nge o f 1 deg in the a nnua l mean 
tempera ture corresponds to about 70 d va riation in the dura tion of the sea ice. A rcla tion is obtained 
be tween va ri a tions o f a nnual mea n tempera ture a nd th e m ea n ex tent of the sea ice, viz. a 1 d eg change 
corresponds to approxima tel y 2.50 la titude va ri a tion in the m aximum sea-ice extent. T he magnitude of the 
va ri a tions in the sea-ice ex tent observed from the sa tellite d a ta in comparison with the la rge-scale temperature 
a nomalies is compa tible with the a bove re lations, a lthough some rota tiona l shifts a ppear to ta ke place. 

R ESUME. Variation de la glace de mer cl jJa rtir de detection par satellite en reLation avec Le cLimat. Une a na lyse des 
enregistrements d es tempera tures moyenn es annuelle a utour de l'Anta rc tique montre des a noma lies a 
grande echelle e tendues sur des milliers de kilometres avec d es va ri a ti ons typiques de 2 deg d 'un e annee a 
l'au tre. Depuis fin 1967, on dispose d 'assemblages d e pho togra phies de satellites qui monLI'ent de consider
a bies vari a tions dans l'e tendue de la glace de mer scion les a nnees pouvant a ll e r jusqu 'a 50 en la titude. Ces 
differences les plus gra ndcs semblent p ersister des sa isons e nti eres . En genera l, il semble y avo ir une nelte 
coincidence entre les regions co ti eres d e l'Anta rctique les plus fro ides et cell es ou la glace de mer es t la plus 
e tendue. U ne a na lyse des enregistrem ents sur une longue periode en un mem e point sur le bord de la 
banquise a nta rc tique indique une fo rte correla tion entre les va ri a tions de la tempera ture moyenne a nnuelle 
e t la duree de la glace de mer. a u po int qu ' un cha ngement d e 1 deg dans la tempera ture moyenn e a nnuclle 
correspond a une vari a tion d'environ 70 j ours dans la duree de la gl ace de m er. On obtient une rela tion 
entre les va riations d e la tempera ture moyennc annuelle e t I'etendue moyenne de la glace d e m er, selon 
laquelle 1 deg d e cha ngement comprend em,iron a 2,50 d e va ria tion en la titude d e I'extension m a ximum de 
la ba nquise. L 'ordre de grandeur d es va riations dans l'extension de la glace d e mer obse rvees pa r sa tellite, 
compa rees aux a nomalies de tempera ture a grand eche ll e, es t compatible avec les rela tions c i-d essus bien 
qu ' il semble qu ' il se produise quelques d eplacelllents d 'origine rota tionnelle. 

Z US AMM EN FASSUNG. Veriillderullgen des alltarktischen M eereises ([liS SateLLitendaten ill BeziehulIg ':1Im KLima. 
Aus del' Ana lyse von Aufzeichnungen del' mittleren Jahres telllpera tur rund urn Anta rktika lassen sich 
weitraumigc Anom a lien mit eine r Ausd chnung von mehreren ta uscnd Kilome tern mit typischen Sc hwa nk
ungen von 2 deg von einem J ahr zum a ndern erkennen . Vo n 1967 an liegen zusammengesetz te Sa te lliten
bilder vor, di e be trachtli che Sehwa nkungen der M eere isbcd eckung in ve rschied encn J a hren bis zu 50 
Breitenerstreckung a ufzeigen. Diese sta rksten Unte rschiecle scheinen libel' ganze J ahresze ite n hinweg 
fortzubestehcn. A llgemein schcint eine enge U bereinstimmung zwischen dem G ebiet um Anta rktika mi t den 
niedrigsten T empe ra turen und d en G ebie ten gross te r M eereisausdehnung zu bestehen. Eine Ana lyse 
la ngzeitiger Aufze ichnungen an eine r e inzelnen Stdle nah e a m R a nde des a nta rktischen M eere ises d eutet 
a uf eine sta rke K orre la tion zwischen d en .Schwankungen d e l' mittl eren J a hres tempera tur und d e l' D a uer
haftigkeit des M eere ises hin , wobei eineI' Anderung von 1 d eg in del' mittl eren J a hres tempera tur e ine um 
70 T age vera nderte Da uerhaftigkeit d es M eereises entspricht. Zwischen Schwa nkungen d el' mittleren 
J ahrestempcra tur und del' mittler en Erstreckung des lvlee re ises wird eine Bez iehung aufges te llt, wonach 
einem vVechsel von 1 deg eine Ande rung del' maxima len Meereiserstreckung um annahernd 2, 5 0 Breite 
entsprich t. Die G rosse del' Schwankungen in del' M eere isbed eckung, wie sie in Satellitena ufna hmen zu 
beobachten sind, stehen beim Vergle ich mit den weitra umigen T elllpera tura noma lien im Einkla ng mit den 
genannten Bez iehungen ; a ll erdings sch e inen gewisse VeI'schiebungen durch Rota tion sta ttzufinden . 

r . I NTROD UCTION 

Since 1967 a vari ety of satellite imagery has become available for observing the variation 
of sea ice around Antarctica on the large scale. This imagery includes the minimum bright
ness composite photographs over the Antarctic region described by Swithinbank ( 197 I ) and 
Booth and Taylor ( 1969). More r ecently microwave imagery has also become available. 

These systems allow the monitoring of variations in the large-scale smoothed sea-ice edge 
to b e carri ed out over periods from days to months and longer. The U .S. Fleet W eather 
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Facility, Suitland (FLEWEAFAC) uses the output from a number of different satellite 
systems to construct a map of sea-ice extent and concentration around Antarctica on a weekly 
basis. H ere use is made of minimum brightness photographs from 1967 to 1970 and the 
FLEWEAFAC maps from 1971 onwards. 

A strong case for the importance of the effect of Antarctic sea ice on global climate has 
been made by Fletcher (1969). Already Streten ( 1973) has made a preliminary examination 
of the relation b etween the sea-ice extent in 1969 and 1970 and the strength of the circulation. 
He concluded that there was at least general qualitative support for stronger circulation with 
greater ice extent. An even more fundamental relation may be expected between the sea ice 
and temperature. Long-term records of temperature and ice conditions have been kept at 
Laurie I sland (lat. 60° 44' S.) since 1904. These have been shown by Prohaska (1951 ), H eap 
( 1964) and Schwerdtfeger (1970) to indicate a high correlation between the annual m ean 
temperature and the duration of the ice in Scotia Bay. Since Laurie Island is just one isolated 
station, the question arises as to the horizontal extent of the variations observed there and 
their relation to climate fluctuations in other localities . 

In order to study the scale of long-term temperature changes, the annual mean tempera
tures from stations around Antarctica are discussed here. The reasons annual mean tem
peratures are used are several. First, in the relation between sea ice and temperature it is not 
clear what is cause and effect and what is feed-back. Although the temperatures of the 
months preceding the maximum ice extent may be expected to influence the extent most, 
this extent may be expected to influence the temperatures in following months. In addition, 
Schwerdtfeger ( 1970) found that the sea-ice duration had a higher correlation with the annual 
mean temperature than with the mean of the winter months. Finally, for longer-term 
changes, the annual mean represents an integral of shorter-term changes and hence provides 
an indication of net effects. 

Iflong-term climatic changes are to be deduced from stable-isotope variations in ice cores, 
it is furthermore important to understand how current variations are associated with observed 
temperatures nearby and how these are related to large-scale events. 

With these considerations in mind this report presents a brief preliminary analysis of 
temperature and sea ice variations around Antarctica. A more extensive study is given by 
Budd (in press). 
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Fig. J. Sea-ice variations, Scotia B ay, Laurie Island, Antarctica. 
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2. THE R E LATIO N BETWEEN SEA ICE AND TEMPERATURE CHANGES AT LAU RIE I SLAND 

T he long-term data of annual mean temperature at Laurie Island a nd the duration of ice 
in Scotia Bay are shown to be closely associated by H eap (1964). Schwerdtfeger (1970) shows 
that a high correla tion a lso exists strongly over five-year running means. Using the sam e data 
it is here found that the correlation coefficient is greater for three-year running means as 
shown in Figure I . Linear regression gives the result that a ± I deg temperature ch ange 
corresponds to a change in ice duration of ± 70 d. These variations are about the m eans of 
- 4.4 d eg and 180 d. Thus a deviation of about ± 2.6 d eg could make the severe difference 
between no ice and a lways ice for the year at that location. 

3. I CE EXTENT VERSUS DURATION AROUND ANTARCTICA 

If in cold years the ice lasts longer at a certain location , then for large-scale anomalies it 
could be expected that the ice grows thicker and moves further north at its maximum. T hus 
it seems reasonable that variations in the duration could a lso be li nked to variations in the 
maximum ex tent. 
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Fig. 2. Average duratioll of sea-ice cover versus latitude. 
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From the extent of the sea ice in different months throughout the year, the period of 
duration of the sea ice at different latitudes around Antarctica can be derived. Although this 
relation varies with longitude around the Antarctic, the curves have a generally similar shape, 
and hence the average curve can be considered as representative in terms of gradients. Thus 
Figure 2 shows the mean variation in the duration of the sea-ice cover with latitude around 
the continent. 

If it can be assumed that the variation in ice duration with temperature at Laurie Island 
is representative of other locations around the Antarctic, Figures I and 2 can be used to 
derive a relation between fluctuations in the mean temperature and the latitude of the 
maximum extent. 

4. VARIATION OF LATITUDINAL EXTENT WITH TEMPERATURE 

Figure 3 shows the variation in latitude of the extent of the sea ice with deviations of annual 
mean temperature derived as described above. There are several notable features of this 
curve. The slope of the curve is a maximum about the latitude of the Antarctic circle with the 
value of c. 2.5° lat. /deg. However this gradient decreases for large temperature deviations 
such that by lat. 600 the gradient is about 1

0 lat. /deg. This decrease of the gradient with 
increasing anomaly strength suggests a stable feed-back rather than an unstable one as 
suggested by Budyko (1969) . However the situation may be different if the temperature and 
ice anomalies occur over the whole pack-ice region around the continent. 
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Fig. 3. Latitudinal extent of sea-ice cover versus temperature change. 
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5. SATE LLITE OBSERVATIO NS OF SEA-ICE COVE R 

To illustrate the variations in sea-ice extent from one year to anothe r as derived from the 
satellite observations, Figure 4 shows the extent in O c tober and D ecember 1967 and 1968 
from the 30 d mean minimum brightness composites. The notable features are the greater 
extent in 1967 only in the region from near the Antarctic Peninsula to about Novolazarevskaya. 
For the r est of the boundaries the 1968 extent is generally greater. 

I t can be seen from the corresponding result for D ecem bel' that these differences persist 
for seve ral months . Photographs for September, January and March indicate that this 
persi stence extends over the entire season. Examination of the maximum extent in subsequent 
years confirms the pattern of anomalies, or shifts, in the sea-ice distribution rather than general 
increases or decreases in the extent as a whole. 
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Fig . 4. M ean sea-ice extent. October and December 1967 and [968. For key to station symbols see Appendix. 

6. ANNUAL MEAN TEMPERATURE CHANGES ARO UND ANTARCTICA 

A number of stations were established around Antarc tica about the mid 1950S just prior 
to the I.G.Y. Many of these are still operating, others have been discontinued, and further 
new stations have been established. The annual mean temperatures from these stations have 
been sought from many sources (cf. Appendix) to form a picture of changes around the 
continent during this period. The ne t r esult is ill ustrated in Figure 5 which, in spite of a few 
gaps, presents a reasonably clear picture of the temperature variations around Antarcti ca 
from the Antarctic Peninsula clockwise (west to east) around the coast. 

A number of points are noteworthy. First, no definite trend over the period is apparent. 
Secondly, large fluctuations occur of ± I to ± 2 deg which tend to vary systematically in 
strength around the Antarctic and grow or decay differentially with time . There are no clear 
cases of uniform major warmings or coolings for the Antarctic as a whole. However large 
anomalies tend to develop around large sections of the coast often with an anomaly of the 
opposite sign further around. 
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Fig. 5. Annual mean temperatures of Antarctic stations. For key to station symbols see Appendix. 
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Fig. 6. Annual mean temperature anomalies around Antarctica. For key to station symbols see Appendix. 
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7. T EMPE RATURE ANOMALIES AROU ND ANTARCTICA 

In order to bring out more clearly the changes in the annual m ean temperature anomalies 
around Antarctica with time, these anomalies have been plotted for each year against longi
tude around the continent (Fig. 6) . Although there are large gaps especially between 
M cMurdo, By rd , and the Antarcti c Peninsula, there appears to be sufficient systematic 
variation to show the growth, decay, and possible movem ent of large anomalies. The 
anomalies seem to move from west to east at a rate of between 20° and 100° longitude/year. 
A t the same time some anomalies seem to intensify, others weaken , some spread out, and others 
become narrower. 

A comparison of the anomalies for 1967 and 1968 shows that the only region where 1967 
is substantially cold er than 1968 corresponds to the region around Halley Bay for which the 
sea ice is some 3° latitude further north in 1967 than in 1968. The large cold anomaly on the 
longitudes and at Byrd and M cMurdo in 1968 corresponds to a gen erally greater sea-ice extent 
of abou t 5° latitude. 

8. C OMPARISON OF SEA ICE AND T E MPERAT UR E A NOMALIES 

Since 1968 was somewha t of a transitional yea r in temperatures between 1967 and 1969, 
the sea-ice ex tent in O ctober of 1967 and 1969 as shown in Figure 7 are used to examine the 
relationship b etween the d eviations in sea-ice exten t and temperature. In gen eral the occur
rence of zones of greatest difference in sea-ice extent corresponds reasonably well with the 
zones of greates t difference in annual mean temperature. In sp i te of considerable sca tter , a 
definite trend of about _ 2 ° latitude/deg change is apparent. This confirms that although the 
annual fluc tuations at Laurie I sland do not r epresent expansion or contraction of the whole 
Antarctic sea ice, they are representative of major flu ctuations in parts of the sea-ice coverage 
around the continent. 
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H owever the cause and effect is still not completely clear. For example th e greater sea ice 
extent in 1968 in the region ofDumont d ' Urville compared to 1969 is not consistent with the 
temperature anomalies there for those yeal-s . On the other hand the persistence of sea ice 
there from 1968 right through to M arch 1969 may be a substantial cause of the colder tem
peratures in 1969. Study of later years may be able to clarify this feed-back problem. 

9. IMPLICATIONS FO R CLIMATE ST UDIES 

It is apparent that over the period of observations of the last 15 years no maj or trends in 
tempera ture have occurred . H owever large a nomali es of I or 2 deg in magnitude extending 
over large distances around the continent occur from year to year. The movement and 
change of these anomalies suggests that they a re related to sea surface temperatures and thus 
ocean surface currents, which have a tendency to westerly m ovement of the ord er of 0.5 knots 
(0.3 m S- I) around the ice-ed ge region (Goodell and others, 1971 ) . 

Over the period since 1967 the variation in the sea-i ce extent seem to be directly related 
to these temperature anomalies . From 1967 to 1969 a net shift across the Antarctic in longi
tudes 30° W . and 150° E . of 50 to 7° latitude is apparent. This shift may be expected to 
affect the surface temperature contours further north, and thus the circulation patterns 
accordingly. 

The stage is now being reached at which numeri cal m odels can use the mean sea-ice 
extent of different occas ions a s input to run over extended periods to develop climatic statistics 
of different anomalies. 

The expected main features of the effect of the sea ice on the global climate can now be 
considered in two parts. First, a general inc rease in the sea-ice extent may be expected to 
increase the m eridional temperature and pressure gradients and thus the zonal circula tion 
index. Secondly, the large asymmetric anomalies considered here may be related to asym
metric features of the general circulation such as the southern oscillation (Troup, (965) . 
Finally thi s work suggests that the proposed GARP FGGE program (Global Atmospheric 
R esearch Programme (GARP), 1974) to use drifting buoys in the southern ocean to measure 
surface temperature and pressure will be particularly valuable for determining the magnitude 
and m otion of these large temperature anomalies with their important implications for climatic 
fluctuations over the time scales of seasons to years. In the m eantime the satellite sensing 
provides a valuable current means of monitoring the anomalies in the sea-ice distribution 
as they a ppear. 
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APPENDIX 

ANTARCTIC STATIONS AND DATA SOUR CES 

Station Sy mbol Main data sourees 

Halley Bay HB I , 2, 3 
SANAE, Norway Sta tion Sa I , 2, 3, 7 
N ovolazarevska ya N 2, 4 
Syowa Sy I , 2, 6 
M olodezhnaya Mo 1, 2 , 4 
Mawson Ma 2, 5 
Davis Da 2, 5 
Mirny Mi 1, 4 
Casey (Wilkes) C 1, 2,5 
Dumont d'Urville D 1,2, 3,9 
L eningradskaya Le 4 
M cMurdo Mc J , 2,3 
Byrd B I , 2, 3, 8 
Adelaide Island Ad I , 2, 3 
Argentine Island AI' I , 2, 3 
Bellingshausen Be 4 
L a urie Island (Orcad as) L I , 2, 3 
Scott Base SC I , 2, 10 

DATA SOURCES 

1. T¥orld W eather Records, 195 I- 60 (U .S. Dept. of Commerce. Environmental Science Services Admin istra tion. 
Environmental Data Service), Vo!. 6, 1968. 

2. M onthly Climatic DataJor the W orld (U.S. Dept. of Commerce. N a tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis
tra tio n. Environmenta l D a ta Service), Vo!. 7, N o. I- VO!. 26, No. 12, 1954- 73. 

3. T A AF: T erres Australes et A lZtarctiques Franfaises, Nos. 6- 59, ' 959- 73. 
4. Informatsiol1lZYY Byulleten' Sovetskoy Alltarkticheskoy Ekspeditsii, 1- 87, ' 958- 73. [Section " P o radio iz Anta rktiki" 

[R adio m essages from the Antarcti c].] 
5. ANARE D ata Reports. Series D . Meteorology (Australia. Dept. of Supply. Anta rctic Division), for the yea rs 

1954- 68. 
6. Antarctic M eteorological D ata obtained through the J apallese Alltarctic R esearch Expedition, I956- 1962 (Japan . 

M eteorological Agency), Vols. 2- 11 , 1964-7 1. 
7. Burdecki, F. The clima te of Sanae. Pa rt I. Notos (South Afri ca. Dcpt. of Transport . W eather Bureau) , 

Vo!. 18, N os. 1- 4, '969, p. 3- 60. 
8. Climatological DataJor selected US. Antarctic Stations (U.S . Dept. of Commerce. Na tiona l O ceanic a nd Atmo

spheric Administration . Environmenta l Da ta Service), Nos . I - I I , 1962- 7. 
9. Chesneau, J., and Heuzey, J. Donnees clima tiques de la station Dumont d'Urville. lvIonographies de la M eteoro
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ANTARCTIC SEA -I CE VARIATION S 

DISCUSSION 

O. ORHEIM : Your results regarding the annual mean temperature changes around Antarctica 
are very similar to those I obtained a few years ago for about 20 stations b e tween about lat. 
45° and 65° S. , in that within a region the changes are highly correlated, but this disappears 
when stations at opposite sides of the continent are com.pared. However, at present I doubt 
seriously whether it is possible to establish that temperature anomalies migrate systematically 
in the manner you describe. Much closer station spacing, and buoy programme like that 
envisaged under FGGE, are needed before thi s question can be resolved. 

R egarding the curve for duration of sea -ice cover versus latitude, which determines the 
shape of your curve for duration of sea ice versus temperature, I understand this is averaged 
around Antarctica. However, are there not errors in this averaging, which could influence 
the hape of the curve, namely (a) because Antarctica is eccentricall y located with respect to 
latitude, and (b) because parts of Antarc tica, notably the Antarcti c Peninsula, have very 
different sea-i ce cover on their eastern and western sides? 

'rV. F. B UDD: In East Antarctica the stations are more evenly spaced around the continent edge 
and it is ea sier to fo llow the movement of anomalies with time. In cases where the change 
from one year to another is large, the movem ent is more clearly brought out by the progression 
of monthly and quarterly m ean values . 

W e have examined the variation in duration of the sea ice around the Antarctic at 10° 

longitude intervals. These show that although with latitude a certain duration varies around 
the continent, the slopes or rates of change of duration with latitude are similar except near 
the Peninsula. In addition the maximum extent of the sea ice tends to be circular around the 
continent and it is the variations in this maximum to which the relation obtained has been 
applied. 

A. O . POULlN: M y impression of the persistency and movem ent of sea ice is that, in addition 
to temperature, there is a large dependence on wind, but I noticed that there is no considera
tion of wind in your analysis. Is that because the data are insufficient? 

B UDD: The main effect of the wind is to cause short-term variations of the sea-ice margin. 
We have been interested in longer-term averages, such as over one month, which smooth over 
these small variations. The changes in the large-sca le averages from year to year are large b y 
comparison. 
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